1. LEGAL NOTICE

In compliance with article 10 of Spanish Law 34/2002, of July 11, the following information is reported:

- The web domain owner www.fguell.com, is Francesc Güell Alert. (THE OWNER). Postal address: C / Capità Arenas 50. 08034, Barcelona. NIF 37626275T. Email info@fguell.com Tel. +34 609 303 683

2. GENERAL CONDITIONS OF USE

The access or use of this web is done in condition of USER, that accepts, from said access or use, the following General Conditions of Use:

www.fguell.com provides content belonging to THE OWNER. The USER assumes responsibility for the use of the same. This responsibility extends to the registration that is necessary to access certain contents or services.

In this registry, the USER will be responsible for providing truthful and lawful information. Because of this registration, the USER can be provided with a password of which he will be responsible, committing himself to make a confidential use of it.

The USER agrees to make appropriate use of the contents and to name the origin and intellectual property of the same.

It also undertakes, by way of enunciation but not limitation, not to use them to (i) engage in illegal activities, illegal or contrary to good faith; (ii) disseminate content or propaganda that violates human rights; (iii) damage the systems of THE OWNER of the website, introduce or disseminate on the network computer viruses or any other systems that are likely to cause the aforementioned damages; (iv) attempt to access and, where appropriate, use the email accounts of other users and modify manipulate their messages.

THE OWNER of the website reserves the right to withdraw all comments and contributions that violate respect for the dignity of persons, or that deviate from the purposes of it.

In any case, THE OWNER will not be responsible for the opinions expressed by users through participation tools.

In case of conflict, it will be resolved by the regulations in force in the city of Barcelona and by its corresponding Courts and Tribunals.

3. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

THE OWNER owns all the intellectual property rights of his website, as well as the elements contained therein.

It is aware of its obligations with service providers or licensees of the programs or elements necessary for its operation.
All rights reserved. Pursuant to the provisions of articles 8 and 32.1, second paragraph, of the Intellectual Property Law, the reproduction, distribution and public communication, including its modality of making available, of all or part of the contents of this website, for commercial purposes, in any medium and by any technical means, without the authorization of THE OWNER. The USER undertakes to respect all intellectual property rights owned by THE OWNER. You can view the elements of the portal and even print, copy and store them on your computer's hard drive or any other physical media provided it is, solely and exclusively, for your personal and private use or cite them for non-commercial use indicating their origin and with the written permission of THE OWNER.

4. EXCLUSION OF WARRANTIES AND LIABILITY

In no event shall THE OWNER be liable for any damages of any nature which could result in, including: errors or omissions in the contents, lack of availability of the portal, or the transmission of malicious software etc. despite having adopted all the necessary technological measures to avoid it.

THE OWNER reserves the right to make any modifications that he deems appropriate in his portal without prior notice, being able to change, suppress or add both the contents and services provided through it and the way in which they appear presented or located in its portal.

THE OWNER does not exercise any type of control over the links to websites or contents. Therefore, in no case will assume any responsibility for the contents of the link to a third-party website, nor guarantee the technical availability, quality, reliability, accuracy, breadth, truth or validity of any material or information contained in any of said links. Likewise, the inclusion of these links does not imply any type of association or participation with the connected entities.

5. RIGHT OF EXCLUSION

THE OWNER reserves the right to deny or withdraw access to the portal or services offered without prior notice, at the request of a third party, to those users who fail to comply with these General Conditions of Use.
PRIVACY POLICY

THE OWNER complies with the guidelines of Spanish Organic Law 15/1999 of 13 December on the Protection of Personal Data, and by the Regulation approved by Royal Decree 1720/2007 of 21 December, and ensures the correct use and treatment of the user's personal data.

• There is a file of registered users to this web where the personal data is stored.

• The owner of this file is the same owner of the website.

• Only personal data are collected in case of registering or making comments to the contents of the web. The purpose is only to identify and respond to the person who wishes to communicate or register.

• At all times the user can exercise the rights of access, rectification, cancellation and opposition, communicating it to the owner of the website.

Also, compliance with Spanish Law 34/2002 of July 11, Information Society Services and Electronic Commerce, users would be required to consent at any time, should we want to use your email or other data, for commercial purposes.